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AUTOPSY IN JEWISH LAW AND THE ISRAELI
AUTOPSY CONTROVERSY

The purpose of postmortem examination-autopsy-is to
modify, elaborate, confirm or reject antemortem diagnoses, thus
aiding the medical profession in understanding human iless.
It is performed to correlate the clinical aspects of disease for

diagnostic and therapeutic evaluations, to determine the cause
of death, to evaluate incompletely known disorders or discover
new disease, to serve an educational function through demon-
stration of tissue alterations as they relate to pathogenesis and
to the therapeutically altered or natural courses of disease, and
to collect data for statistical analysis of disease incidence. 1

In Paris in a study of 1,000 autopsies,2 85 percent were

classifed as useful and 15 percent as useless. A similar study of
autopsies done in London3 revealed that the clinical diagnosis
was completely right in 53 percent of patients; the clinical diag-
nosis was wrong or missed in 25 percent of patients; one diag-
nosis was right, another wrong or missed in 15 percent of pa-
tients; and the clinical diagnosis was completely wrong in 7 per-
cent of patients. There is little doubt that autopsies sometimes are
a revelation to the physician, sometimes of the expected, at other
times of unanticipated disease. Cases where autopsy disclosed

unexpected findings are well documented penodically in the
medical literature.4 There is also no dispute concerning the
value of autopsy as an essential component of medical educa-
tion.5 These and other overwhelming reasons for the performing
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of autopsies, however, still leave many questions unanswered.
How many autopsies are "needed"? How should they be done?
Who should do them?6 It is incorrect to assume that since au-
topsies are good, we must have more of them. It is also fallacious
to presume that the more autopsies we perform the better quality
medicine we have. Dr. Lester King, senior editor of the American
Medical Association Journal refutes this assumption when he
states: 7

It is a pernicious misconception that the mere performance of post-
mortem dissection leads to progress in medical science, or the discovery
of new diseases, or the advancement of medical frontiers. We lose
sight of the fact that progress depends not on the autopsy, but on the
person who is examining the material, Those who believe that the
more autopsies we perform, the more medical science wil advance,

are actually pleading not for more autopsies but for persons who can
profitably utilize the data of autopsies, persons who have imagination,
originality, persistence, mental acuity, sound education and back-
ground, the indispensable prepared mind without which observations

are quite sterile. It is a grave disservice to confuse the performance
of autopsies with the spark of insight which the autopsy may trigger.
We want the insight; and autopsies alone, no matter how numerous,
are not the equivalent. We must not confuse the performance of post-
mortem dissection with the autoptic attitude. They may indeed coin-
cide, but they need not.

From the religious viewpoint, however, even where an autopsy
is sanctioned, different answers must be provided, particularly
to the question of how an autopsy is to be done. In most religions,
including Judaism, the physical remains of a deceased person
must be treated with honor and respect. Judaism requires not
only that the dead be treated with utmost dignity and honor but
that no dèsecration of the dead be performed except where such
an act may immediately save a life. Even in such a situation, all
organs examined and/or removed must be returned to the body
prior to buriaL. Burial must not be delayed. No benefit may be
derived from the dead except where a life is at stake.

AUTOPSY AND JEWISH LAW

This essay wil discuss the Jewish attitude towards anatomical
dissection and post mortem examinations as developed in the
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Biblical, Talmudic and Rabbinic literature. There is a desperate
need for Orthodox Jewish physicians to obtain answers to the
following perplexing questions: When, if ever, does Jewish law
sanction or even demand an autopsy? When is it permissible for
a Jewish physician to request permission for an autopsy from
the next of kin, as required by American law? Does Jewish law
require permission in the cases where autopsy is allowed? From
whom must permission be sought-the bereaved family or the
deceased prior to his demise? What if the deceased specifically
asked that his body be dissected after his death? What constitutes
desecration of the dead? Can one not use cadaver organs for
transplantation to live recipients who are desperately in need of
a kidney, an eye or even a heart. How do autopsies affect the
double commandment of burying the dead without delay?

The earliest leading responsum on autopsy is authored by 18th
century Rabbi Ezekiel Landau.s It is this responsum upon which
all subsequent inquiries and rabbinic and legal decisions are
based. Rabbi Landau was asked by the rabbinical authorities in
London concerning a patient with a bladder calculus (probably
urinary bladder, but possibly gallbladder) who had died follow-
ing an unsuccessful operation for this condition. The question
posed was whether it was permissible to make an incision into
the body of the deceased at the site of the previous surgery, and
to directly observe the root of the ilness. The purp9se was to
learn what the proper therapy should be in future cases and to
avoid unnecessary surgery. Rabbi Landau answered that autopsy
constitutes a desecration of the dead, and is only permissible to

save the life of another patient who is immediately at hand
(lefanenu). In the case before him, however, the life of no
specific living paticnt was under consideration, and the autopsy
was solely to learn therefrom for a future patient with a similar
affiction. This possibility was too remote to permit an autopsy.:
Furthermore, continues Rabbi Landau, "if we would be lenient
in this matter, heaven forbid, they would dissect all dead people
in order to learn the arrangement of the internal organs and

their functions, so as to know what therapy to give to the living."
The only other 18th century rabbinic responsum dealing with

autopsy is that of Rabbi Yaakov Emden9 who was asked by a
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medical student whether he could participate in the dissection of
dogs on the Sabbath as a par of his anatomy training. Rabbi

Emden replied that numerous prohibitions relating to the Sab-
bath are involved. Dissection of human bodies, he continued,
are prohibited because one is not permitted to derive any benefit
from the deceased.

In the nineteenth century, there are five recorded rabbinic

responsa dealing with autopsy by Rabbis Schreiber,i° Ettlnger,l1
Schick,12 Auerbach13 and Bamberger.14 All take an essentially
negative view towards the performance of autopsy except if the
lives of other existing (not future) patients might thereby be
saved. Rabbi Ettlinger also allows autopsy if the deceased had
willed his body for that purpose during his lifetime.

Twentieth century responsa on permitting autopsies are numer-
ous and, rather than present an exhaustive enumeration of them,
it seems more appropriate to discuss the principles upon which is
based the Jewish legal attitude toward autopsy. These are de-
scribed in detail by Rabbi Yitzchak Aneli,lll and others.18 The

questions discussed by Rabbi Arieli include whether autopsies
are permitted for the following:

1) the sake of studying anatomy; 2) as a general procedure to gain
knowledge; 3) to determine the cause of death; 4) to save an existing
seriously il patient; 5) to save future patients who may present with
a similar disease; 6) in the case of a common disease; 7) in the case
of a rare disease; 8) in the case of a genetic disorder; 9) on a person
who asked that this procedure be performed after his death; 10) trans-
plantation of an organ from a dead person to a living individual; and
ii) on a stilbirth.

The prohibition of desecrating or disgracing the dead is based
upon the Biblical passage "And if a man has committed a sin
worthy of death, and he be put to death, and thou hang him on
a tree, his body shall not remain all night upon the tree but thou
shalt surely bury him the same day . . ." (Deut. 21: 22-23). The
Talmud (Sanhedrin 47a) interprets this phrase to mean that just
as hanging all night is a disgrace to the human body, so too any
other action which constitutes a disgrace to the deceased is pro-
hibited. If the Torah was concerned for the body of a convicted
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criminal, certainly, a fortiori, the body of a good citizen should
be treated with the proper respect, and be properly interred
without being subjected to shame or disgrace.

Two Talmudic passages dealing with autopsy should be
mentioned, although neither deals directly with dissection of the
dead for purely medical purposes. One case deals with crimal
law, the other with civil law. The first case, described in Chulln
11 b, deals with a murderer for whom the Divine Law prescribes
death. The Talmud asks:

Why do we not fear that the victim may have been afficted with a
fatal organic disease, for whose kiling a person is not punishable as
a murderer? Is it not because we follow the majority and most victims
of murderers are not so afficted? And should you say that we can
examine the body-this is not allowed because it would thereby be

mutilated. And should you say that since a man's life is at stake, we
should mutilate the body, then one could answer that there is always
the possibility that the murderer may have kiled the victim by striking
him in a place where he was suffering from a fatal wound, thus re-
moving all traces of the wound. In such a case it is clear that no
amount of postmortem examination would show that the victim was
afficted with a fatal ilness.

Therefore it is proved, concludes the Talmud, that we follow
the majority and do not perform an autopsy. In this case, the
findings of an autopsy, even if it were permitted, would have
been irrelevant to the conviction of the murderer, and insuffcient
to acquit him.

The second case is described in Baba Batra 154a where the
story is told that in Bene-Berak a person once sold his father's
estate and died. The members of the family, thereupon, pro-
tested that he was a minor at the time of his death and therefore
not eligible to sell any of his father's estate. Hence, the propert
he sold should belong to the surviving members of the family.
They came to Rabbi Akiba and asked whether the body might
be exhumed and examined, so as to ascertain his age by perform-
ing a post mortem examination. Rabbi Akiba replied that one
is not permitted to dishonor the dead; and furthermore, the signs
of maturity usually undergo a change after death. Hence, the
examiation would not produce reliable evidence of his age.
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Neither Talmudic case deals with autopsy for medical purposes
but both ilustrate the objection to this procedure on the grounds
that it would constitute a desecration of the dead, a biblically
prohibited act.

The next major objection in Jewish law against autopsy is the
multi-faceted problem of burial of the dead. Firstly, the Biblical
phrase, "Thou shalt surely bury him. . ." (Deut. 21 :23), tells
us that it is a positive commandment to bury the dead (San-
hedrin 46b). Secondly, whoever keeps his dead unburied over-

night transgresses a negative commandment. This is deduced
from the earlier part of the same Biblical phrase: "His body shall
not remain all night. . ." Thirdly, the body must be interred

whole, for if one leaves out even a small portion, it is as if no
burial at .all took place (Jerusalem Talmud, Tractate Nazir
7:1). According to Maimonides (Hilkhoth Sanhedrin 15:8) the
infinitive "Thou shalt surely bury him . . ." indicates that the
command regarding burial concerns all dead, not only those
executed by the Court. A fourth facet of the burial problem is
the question as to whether burial, in addition to averting dis-
grace (by later putrefaction of the body), also represents atone-

ment for the sins committed during life (Sanhedrin 46b). If one
performs an autopsy, one is in fact transgressing the prohibition
of delaying burial of the dead. If one fails to return all removed
organs to the body for burial, one also prevents atonement since
such a burial is incomplete.

Another serious objection to autopsy in Jewish law is the
prohibition of deriving any benefit from the dead as deduced in
the Talmud (Avoda Zara 29b and Nedarim 48a). The question
of whether observation alone constitutes a benefit, or whether
parts of the deceased must be used, such as for organ transplanta~
tion in order to be considered deriving benefit from the dead, is
a legal technicality, as is the question of whether the prohibition
is Biblical or Rabbinic in origin.

Other halakhic questions are also raised concerning autopsies.
For example, can a priest ritually defie himself for the burial
of a first degree relative if the deceased has had an autopsy,
particularly if organs are removed? Or can mourning begin if
burial is effected but parts of the body have not been buried?
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Thirdly, do the prohibitions regarding autopsy apply to a stil-
birth? Fourthly, according to the Jewish concept of the soul
being bound to the body, does not the soul suffer pain and/or
disgrace if the body is dissected? Is permission for autopsy re-
quired to avoid the problem of stealing, particularly in regard
to organ transplants? Who may give such consent? The deceased
in his lifetime? The family? Society?

Rabbi Arie1i arrives at 14 conclusions:

1. A post mortem examination is a desecration and disgrace to the
dead and Biblically forbidden.

2. There is suffering to the soul which is bound to the body when
the latter is desecrated.

3. The body of a Jew is holy.
4. If one leaves unburied any part of the deceased, then one trans-

gresses the positive commandment of burying the dead, and the
negative commandments of delaying the burial and defiling the
land. There is no rest to the deceased until his entire body returns
to the earh.

5. If the relatives are able to effect burial of the entire body then

the laws of Animit (time prior to the onset of mourning) apply
unti they have done so.

6. If any part of the body is missing, then priestly relatives may

not actually defile themselves for the deceased.
7. Autopsy on a stilbirh is prohibited.
8. In addition to the reasons mentioned above, dissection for med-

ici¡l studies is prohibited because one derives benefit from the
dead, which some but not all Rabbis also state is not allowed.

9. Dissection of the dead to save another person's lie is permitted,
provided such a patient is available, and there is a reasonable

prospect that the autopsy wil directly save that life. But to save
the life of a patient who may present at a future time, autopsy
is prohibited.

10. Autopsy to establish the cause of death is adjucated like the case
of a patient who may present in the future (i.e., prohibited).

11. Autopsies are permitted in cases of hereditary diseases, just as
if a patient whose life could be directly saved is at hand.

12. If the deceased in his lifetime freely consented to an autopsy,

then many authorities allow it, and it is permitted.
13. Corneal graftslBa from the dead to the living are permitted, but

the transplantation from other organs requires furher investiga-
tion.

14. The family, while not empowered to permit autopsies, may pre-
vent them. In some cases, anyone can prevent an autopsy.
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Rabbi Arieli, as well as most 20th century Rabbis base their
decisions primarily on the classic responsum of Rabbi Ezekiel
Landau who allows autopsies only if they would save the life of
a patient immediately available (Lefanenu). Rabbi Jakobovits
points out:17

Rabbi Arieli is prepared to extend this principle even to patients who
are not locally at hand, but who - through modern means of com-
munication - may benefit from the findings of autopsies elsewhere,
provided the ailment concerned is widespread enough to warrant the
assumption that some other sufferer at the same time may be cured
through these findings. But in fact, adds Rabbi Areli, while the dis-
ease may be widespread, the likelihood of a cure being discovered as
a result of any particular autopsy is very remote indeed. In these cir-

cumstances, therefore, one would not be justified in setting aside the
. ban on disfiguring the dead for the (almost hypothetical) sake of

saving life . . . Equally restrictive is Rabbi Arieli's rejection of autop-
sies to establish the cause of death, since he regards the link between
such operations and the saving or life once again too tenuous . . . he
is inclined (however) to permit autopsies on bodies or persons who
gave their consent in their lifetime . . .

The consensus of Rabbinic opinion today seems to permit
autopsy only in the spirit of the famous responsum of the Nodah
Biyehudah, Rabbi Ezekiel Landau, i.e., if it may directly con-
tribute to the saving of a life of another patient at hand. In the
case of hereditary diseases, the family or future offspring of the

deceased are considered to represent patients at hand and thus
autopsies are allowed. However, as pointed out by Rabbi Jakob-
ovits,l1 in applying the 18th century ruling of the Nodah Biye-
hudah, one must take into account the following new circum-
stances:

i. With the speed of present-day communications, such patients are

in fact at hand all over the world, and the fidings of an autopsy
in one place may aid a sufferer in another immediately.

2. Without autopsies, some of the worst scourges still aficting man-
kind cannot be conquered. Indeed any autopsy nowadays, when
medical science is so advanced, is more likely to help in the savig

of life than the case permitted by the Nodah bi-Yehudah under
the relatively primitive conditions of two centunes ago.

3. Autopsies now bear a relationship to the saving of life not only
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in the hope they hold out for finding new cures for obscure dis-

eases, but also in testing the effects and safety of new medications,
and in demonstrating errors of diagnosis and treatment.

4. On the other hand, the very frequency of autopsies increases the
danger that they wil become a sheer routine, without any regard
for their urgency, and without proper safeguards for the respect

due to the dead.

5. With some patients in Israel refusing to be admitted to hospitals
for fear of autopsies, the consideration of the saving of life now
also operates in reverse.

The problem of autopsy today is not the same as that confront-
ing the Nodah Bi'yehudah two centuries ago. Medicine has ad-
vanced since then, and the whole matter of post mortem examina-
tion requires a new look and a new appraisal by Jewish legal
authorities. Rabbis must be made to understand the importance
of autopsies and the benefits to be derived therefrom for mankind
in the battle against disease. Physicians too must be made to
appreCIate the Jewish legal position on the matter. The human
body is the creation of God in His image and cannot be treated
with less than the utmost dignity and respect. Rabbis and phy-
sicians must sit at the same table to discuss their mutual problems
and to arrive at a mutually satisfactory working relationship.

Certain concrete proposals have already been made by Chief
Rabbi Jakobovits who stated:

While no general sanction can be given for the indiscriminate sur-
render of all bodies to post mortem examinations, the area of the
sanction should be broadened to include tests on new drugs and cases
of reasonable suspicion that the diagnosis was mistaken; for autopsies
under such conditions, too, may directly result in the saving of lie . . .

Any permission for an autopsy is to be given only on condition that
operation is reduced to a minimum, carried out with the greatest di-
patch, in the presence of a Rabbi or religious supervisor if requested

by the family, and performed with the utmost reverence and with the
assurance that all parts of the body are returned for buriaL.

Just as it is the duty of Rabbis to urge relatives not to consent to
an autopsy where the law does not justify it, they are religiously
obliged to insure that permission is granted in cases where human
lives may thereby be saved, in the same way as the violation of the
Sabbath laws in the face of danger to life is not merely optional but
mandatory.
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Another step forward is the pronouncement by Rabbi Moses
Feinstein that post mortem needle biopsies of various organs
are permitted by Jewish law, as long as the chest or abdomen
are not opened. Such needle biopsies do not constitute a dese-
cration of the dead, because such procedures are often performed
on the living in order to ascertain the proper diagnosis of disease.

Similarly, continues Rabbi Feinstein, to remove a sample of
blood after death, through a needle puncture, for medical ex-

amination, is certainly permissible. Finally, post mortem peri-
toneoscopy, where the physician looks into a body cavity with
an electric instrument, is also permitted, according to Rabbi
Feinstein.

THE ISRAELI AUTOPSY CONTROVERSY

Nowhere has the controversy over autopsies been more intense
and bitter than in the State of Israel where we have often seen
Jew pitted against Jew, rabbi against physician and friend

against friend. It was first raised prior to Israel's establishment

in 1948 when the Hadassah Hospital in Jerusalem asked whether
it was permitted to perform anatomical dissections for medical
student teaching. The Chief Rabbinate, in answering the inquiry,
stated that no objection exists for such anatomical dissections

in cases where the deceased had freely wiled his body for such
purposes prior to his death. Chief Rabbi Herzog's Responsum
on this subject was publicized in the Hebrew periodical Kol
Torah (VoL. 1, 1947). Regarding autopsy or the dissection of
bodies to discover pathologic anatomy, the agreement reached
between Rabbis Herzog and Frank, and Dr. Yasky, the then
director of the Hadassah Hospital, stated that the Chief Rabbin-
ate would not oppose autopsy in the following situations:

a) if the autopsy is required by law;

b) if the cause of death cannot be established without an autopsy;

and where three physicians attest to this fact;
c) to save a life, and

d) in cases of genetic or inherited disease where the family may
be guided or counselled concerning future children . . .

The deceased must be buried in accordance with Jewish Law and
all organs removed for examination must be returned for burial.
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THE ANATOMY AND PATHOLOGY LAW OF 1953

On August 26, 1953, the Israel Parliament (Knesset) passed
the present Anatomy and Pathology Law. One of the major pro-
visions of this law (section 2) is that if a person agreed, in

writing, that his body be used for science it is permitted to dissect
that body for medical instruction and research. A second major
provision of the law states that a physician may perform an
autopsy to establish the cause of death, or in order to use one
or more of the organs of the deceased for transplantation to a
critically il recipient (section 6). The Ministry of Health was
empowered to make amendments and decrees to implement and
interpret the law. The law was unclear as to who had the final
word over whether an autopsy should be performed or not, the
family of the deceased or the medical authorities. Some clarifi-
cation emerged from the "Collected Amendments" (Kovetz Ba-
takanoth, 10 Shevat, 5714) in which section 2 of the Anatomy
and Pathology Law is explained as follows.

If a person dies without leaving written consent for autopsy,

his next of kin may request that the body not be disturbed, and
no autopsy should then be performed. Next of kin is specifically
defined. Furthermore, if the deceased had no family, the burial
society (Chevrah Kadishah) may also object to autopsy, in
which case it is not to be done. If the body is unclaimed, then
the medical school can utilze the body for teaching and research
purposes. However, a panel of three physicians was stil empow-
ered to order an autopsy if the cause of death could not be estab-
lished without such a procedure.

Physicians were accused of taking advantage of this ambiguity
in the law, overruling the wishes of familes against performing
autopsies in many instances. It was alleged that blank autopsy
forms were signed by two physicians even prior to the death of
the patient so that only one physician would need to sign the
order for an autopsy once the patient died, a practice contrary
to the spirit of the law, and against the wishes of the family.

Physicians were accused of desecration of the dead, because they
removed internal organs and filled the body cavities with rags.

When Yitzchak Raphael became Deputy Minister of Health
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late in 1961, the Israeli Parliament charged him with the forma-
tion of a committee to consider the law concerning autopsies,

and to present its conclusions and recommendations to the gov-
ernment for action. The desires of the family of the deceased

were to be considered in the committee's deliberations. In 1962
a committee was appointed by Dr. Raphael:

to make a thorough study of the de facto and de jure situations, in-
cluding all the relevant ordinances and operational directives and to
present to the Ministry of Health conclusions to guide the Ministry's

future actions in the matter. The committee is to take into considera-
tion the needs of medical practice and research, the sensibilties of
the public in the matter, the law of the land and Jewish legal (Ha-
1akhic) law.

The full committee met 17 times and its sub-commttees held
additional meetings. It took testimony from 14 experts. All the
members of the committee made a sincere effort to work in a
spirit of mutual understanding, despite the difference of opinion
between some of them. They found a common language, and it
transpired that for the needs of real life a solution could be

found in Halakhic literature which provides for all contingencies.
A detailed report was submitted by the committee which said

in part:

Having carefully weighed the data put before us, the testimony we
have heard and the pamphlets and articles we have read, we have come
to the conclusion that, despite the great gap that appears to exist
between the two points of view expressed before us, there is a way
of satisfying at least part of the demands of both sides.

The following recommendations were accepted unaniously:

1) The 1953 law should be amended to include halakhic principles.
a. An autopsy should be performed only when, by thus establish-

ing the exact cause of death, it wil provide information which
wil make it possible to save lives, and

b. in order to perform a transplant to treat a patient who haS been
specifically marked for this particular transplant.

2) An autopsy shall not be performed if the deceased had, in his life-
time, expressed opposition to it, or if, after his death, certain

specified next of kin express opposition, except
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a. if there are grounds to suspect that not establishing the cause

of death might constitute a danger to the public or to the

family, or
b. if there are grounds to suspect that death was caused by a

medical error which, if it is not ascertained, might lead to

deaths.
3) The next of kin shall be given enough time to express their oppo-

sition.
4) The section of the law concerning penalties (section 6) should

be extended to apply also to false autopsy certificates.
5) A control committee should be set up consisting of a doctor, a

Rabbi and a Christian clergyman.

These very restrictive amendments to the 1953 Anatomy and
Pathology Act also required that in a case where physicians in-
voke item 2 above (danger to society or a medical error), the
matter should come for adjudication before a Rabbi or Christian
clergyman. An appeals board was also to be established by the
Ministry of Health. Deputy Minister of Health Yitzchak Rafael,

writing in the Hebrew periodical Geviln (voL. 25), stated that
he was certain that the Knesset would not adopt such a restrictive
law where the family has the final word. The rate of autopsy

would drop to near zero, and the non-religious elements in the
government would defeat any such proposaL. After much delib-
eration and discussion with various members of the cabinet,
Minster Rafael presented to the Knesset on December 25, 1964,
the following compromise bil:

1) The concept of objection to autopsy by the burial society or a
relative to the deceased is added to the 1953 law.

2) Autopsy is permitted to establish the cause of death if this wil
make possible the saving of lives.

3 An organ from a deceased may be used for transplant purposes
for a patient who has been specifically designated for that transplant.

4) Autopsy wil not be performed if the deceased had, in his life-
time, expressed opposition to autopsy after his death.

5) Autopsy wil not be performed if there is opposition to autopsy
from the person whose name appears in the hospital chart, and who
is to be called in case of emergency, or from certain specified relatives,
or a specified burial society.

6) Items 4 and 5 above are overruled if there are grounds to sus-
pect that not establishing the cause of death might constitute a danger
to the public, or to the family; or if there is a suspicion that death was
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caused by a medical error which, if not ascertained, might lead to
further danger to life. Such a suspicion must be certifed in writing
by a panel of three physicians.

7) Autopsy is not to be performed until at least 5 hours had elapsed
from the time of notification of death to the responsible family mem-
ber or burial society as in item 5. Sabbaths and Jewish Holy days are
not included in the five hour waiting period.

8) The Minister of Health wil appoint a control commission to

supervise the implementation of the law. Among the members of this
commission should be a physician, Rabbi and Christian clergyman.

9) Penalties are to be imposed upon a physician who falsely cer-
tifies to the need for an autopsy, punishment to consist of three years
imprisonment.

This new proposal was much more restrictive than the 1953
law but more moderate than the earlier proposal in that it did not
require each case to be presented for Rabbinic judgment. In spite
of strong objections from many sides, particularly the medical
profession and the non-religious elements in the government, the
proposal was presented to the Israeli Parliament as the "Anat-
omy and Pathology Law. Revised 1965." Renewed controversy
among the various factions in the government brought the de-
bate to fever pitch. Some demanded that the earlier version of
the bill, as originally proposed by the Special Wahl Commission,
be brought to the floor for a vote. Yet others had intermediate

or compromise suggestions, but none were adopted because the
parliamentary debate took place shortly before election tie, and

members of the Knesset felt that votes might be influenced by
that consideration. The whole matter was referred back to the
Special Commission and to a Committee made up of members
of the Coalition Parties. As a result of these new deliberations,

the following modfication of the earlier proposal was made:

I) To delete the concept of the burial society objecting to an au-

topsy, except as it was defied in the 1953 law.
2) To allow autopsy in exceptional cases, even if this means over-

ruling the expressed wishes of the deceased before his death or the

objections of the next of kin.

The exceptional cases are where three physicians certify in writing
that there exists the possibilty that death was due to an unusual,
unknown cause, or due to an accident, and without establishing the
cause of death there may result damage to lie; or where there is
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suspicion that a danger to society or to an individual exists which may
be overcome by establishing the precise cause of death, or where a
need exists to use an organ from the deceased for transplantation
purposes. Corneas may be preserved in an eye bank.

3) To delete completely the paragraph dealig with a control com-
mission to supervise implementation of the law.

4) To broaden the matter of transplantation.

This new "revision of the revision," which was now acceptable
to the medical community but not to the religious elements in
the Government, was presented to the fith Knesset at the end
of the session in 1965. In the haste of adjournig, the bil was
referred back to a parliamentary committee. The sixth Knesset

failed to act on the bilL. In the meantime, autopsies continued
to be performed in the major hospitals of Israel over the oppo-
siton of familes of the deceased, burial societies and the Rab-
binate. Polarization between the medical and religious com-
munities reached a climax with an incident in the Kaplan Hos-
pital in Petach Tikvah. An autopsy had been performed and the
family of the deceased stormed the hospital, wreaked havoc
causing extensive property damage, and physically assaulted
members of the medical staff of the hospitaL. As a result of th

incident, the Ministry of Health issued a circular to al hospitals

in Israel diecting that patients who stipulate that their bodies
not be dissected if they die, should not be admitted to the
hospitaL.

This directive outraged both the religious and non-religious

public. Demonstrations were held in Israel and throughout the
world demanding that indiscriminate autopsies cease at once.
Many violent incidents ensued in the various confrontations. The
Chief Rabbinate of Israel published a statement on October 15,
1966 which asserted that:

In view of the great calamity in the matter of autopsy, we express

our opinion that autopsy in any form whatsoever is prohibited by the
law of the Torah. And there is no way to allow it except in a matter
of immediate danger to life, and then only with the approval in each
instance of a brillant Rabbi who is authorized to do so.

The statement was signed by Chief Rabbis Isaac Yehuda Un-
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terman and Yitzchak Nissim, Rabbi Yechezkel Abramsky and
three hundred and fifty-six Rabbis from the entire State of Israel
(56 from Jerusalem, 68 from Tel Aviv, 30 from Haifa, 10 from
Petach Tikvah, 6 from Rechovot, five each from Ramat Gan,
Cholon, Be'er Sheba, Bnei Brak, Tiberias and Bat Yam, 4 from
Nathanya, etc). The 14 pages of signatures end with the follow-
ing pronouncement: "This judgment is a warning against the
passage of any law which would negate it."

Needless to say, this extreme viewpoint of the Chief Rabbin-
ate, generated more protest, more controversy, more violence.
Accusations, counter-accusations and denials, flew between the
Hadassah Medical Center in Jerusalem and ad hoc organiza-
tions such as the "Committee for Safeguarding Human Dignity."
The Association of Orthodox Jewish Scientists, headquartered
in New York, sent a letter to Prime Minister Levi Eshkol on
May 5, 1967, part of which follows:

, -11
;\

We would like to emphasize that in spite of our appreciation of
the contributions of post-mortem examination to modern medicine,

. we are firm in our conviction that the primary rights of disposition
of the remains of a deceased individual - not merely the right to

object to an autopsy - must be granted to the next of kin. This
practice is almost universal in scientifcally advanced countries. We
are certain that non-coercive means can be found to assure adequate
numbers of post-mortem examinations to preserve Israel's position in
the medical world.

We urge you to act immediately to achieve passage of legislation,
vesting permission for autopsy in the hands of the family of the de-

ceased. Unti such legislation is passed, we urge you to prevail upon
the medical community to declare a voluntary moratorium on autop-
sies, except when specific consent is obtained from the family of the
deceased.

With the prevailing climate of distrust and controversy, your per-
sonal intervention is urgently needed to terminate ths destructive

internecine war within the Jewisb community. We urge you to act
now.

The controversy did not abate, however. Stories were published
in the Israellay1s and medicaP9 presses as well as in American
lay20 and medical publications.21 Acts of incitement and provo-
cation, slanders, derogations, disturbances and personal theats
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and abuse against physicians continued. On the other hand, au-
topsies continued to be performed at major Israeli hospitals in
spite of the objections of next of kin. People are now afraid to
be admitted to an Israeli hospital for fear their body might be
dissected if they should die.

The solution can only come about when tempers wil subside
and rational thinking wil substitute for emotional panic. When
physicians and Rabbis wil, face to face, discuss their mutual
problems, then a major hurdle wil have been surmounted. A new
law concerning autopsy necessarily must take into account the
religious and social sensitivities of the population, as well as
the needs of the medical community in its dedication to provide
the best possible medical care for the sick. In those circumstances
where Jewish law does permit an autopsy, the procedure must
be performed according to all halakhic principles including the
return of all removed organs to the body for buriaL. Only in an
atmosphere of mutual trust can the rabbinate and medical pro-
fession arrive at a compromise solution which wil satisfy the
requirements of both.

It is hoped that more Rabbis wil speak out in the near future
concerning the areas of disease (i.e., genetic and infectious
diseases, experimental drug therapy and others) where autopsy
may be permitted and how it should be conducted. Physicians,
on their part, particularly pathologists, must make arrangements
to perform autopsies without undue delay. They must retu all

organs to the boy for burial, removing only minute pieces for

microscopic examination. Photographs of the gross pathology can
be taken for later use rather than saving whole organs, an act
prohibited by Jewish law. Only with a recognition of the prob-
lems of medicine and Jewish law by both sides - that is phy-

sician and Rabbi - can progress be made towards a mutually

acceptable solution. This is true not only in the United States,
but also in Israel, because in the matter of autopsy, medicine
and Judaism do, in fact, strive toward a common goal, the
eradication of disease.
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